
 

 

 

 
 

SENIOR CLINICAL NURSING GROUP - Minutes  
Ward 25/26 Seminar Room, Level 2 Riverside 

0730 – 0800 Thursday 24/05/2018  
 

 

Chair: Donna Thomson 
 
Permanent Apologies: Sharron Ellis, Lyn Familton, Jenny McWha, Mike O’Callaghan, Jill Gerkin, 
Jenny Usher, Maureen Coshall, Sheryl Gregson, Virginia Irving, Kate McKey, Julie White, Jude 
Matheson,  Andrew McDougal, Tracy Williams, Caro Davison, Liz Bremen, Sally Jane Lewington, 
Joanne Lilley, Tracey Fenton, Louise Brown, Judith McLaughlin, Julie Chirnside, Jenny McWha 
 

Other Apologies: Bronwyn Perry, Aleesa McKenzie, Catherine Smith, Kirsten Hatton, Sharon 
Cassidy 

 

Attendees: Donna Thomson. Sally Powell, Richard Craig, Natasha Chisholm, Robyn Baird, Sharon 
Walsh, Heather Brunton, Desma Dawber, Jan Ipenburg, Murray Hart, Angela Stewart, Mel Evans, 
Nikki Reid, Charlotte Tangney, Ruth Gerring 

Agenda Items:  

 
The following questions were submitted from SCNG Members: 

 Will there be scope to add specialized drugs the formulary, if so how and when? 

 The latest mecca recognises RN prescribing with some pay increase but not CNS prescribing. Does 
NZNO intend to address this in the next MECA and if so how i.e. fiscally, increased professional 
development time etc.  And will there be consultation with key prescribing stakeholders? 

 Maintenance of prescribing requires 1/3 of professional development hours to be related to 
prescribing, however access to this can be blocked by declining of application or funding for 
conferences/course related to specific prescribing field. . Is there any plans to address this or how 
can NZNO help (i.e. require DHBs to fund/release for prescribing on a 2 yearly basis or something 
like that). 

 Submission of proof yearly that prescribing nurses continue to meet the prescribing competencies. 
This is separate from meeting usual CNS competencies etc. and requires ongoing regular meeting 
time with prescribing supervisor/s, keeping of database and prescribing logs etc. - is there thought 
to increasing study day/professional development time for prescribers to allow for this? Any 
thought to be approaching DHBs etc. for remuneration for supervisors as it is time intensive for 
them.  

 Many CNS prescribers do not have the prescribing element in their position description key tasks 
and responsibilities and it is not in the generic DHB position description. Is NZO planning to address 
this with DHB?  

 Indemnity insurance- is the indemnity cover provided by NZNO being reviewed.  

 The prescribing list of medicines will be reviewed by nursing council- will NZNO be making 
submissions on this and if so will it be a consultative process with a variety of prescribers? 

 

Julia Anderson NZNO professional advisor responses: 

 Hard to definitively say what is happening around RN prescribing due to current ongoing 
MECA negotiations. There was recognition for RN prescribing in the previous offer (which 
was rejected) but nothing for those on the senior nursing pay scale.  



 NZNO would like to see a position description which includes prescribing, so that can be 
scoped against the current senior nurse scale to see where that would fit (most CNS role 
currently sit on level 4).  

 NZNO encourage RN prescribers to feed back to nursing council if they find gaps in their 
prescribing which impacts on their practice. This will help encourage change.  This is likely 
to be more evident in secondary/tertiary care where CNS prescribers are part of a specialty 
team and may wish/need to prescribe specific medications related to their area of 
expertise.  

 Julia is very keen that SCNG members provide feedback to NZNO on any consultation 
documents that are put out for comment/feedback. This helps NZNO draw-up submissions 
based on “real world” nursing 

 Indemnity insurance – as long as you are working within the RN scope of practice, you are 
covered by NZNO indemnity insurance 

 Discussion around how issues are selected to put forward for MECA bargaining. Last MECA 
had nothing for the senior nurses other than the “across the board” pay increases. Advised 
we should put in (as a group as well as individually) issues pertinent to the SCNG e.g. 
allocated CME, when the call is put out for submissions.  

 RN prescribers discussed the difficulty in finding time and the resource required (e.g. 
regular meetings with prescribing mentor, getting prescribing specific CME) to maintain 
current prescribing requirements. All RN prescribers have to be signed off by the CDHB as 
being suitable and supported to become prescribers and so Julia stated the DHB has a 
responsibility to provide and allow CME for RN prescribers as this is part of the 
requirement for ongoing competency. 

 Pay equity process was briefly discussed, however this can’t start until the MECA has been 
finalised 

 Julia stated it would be helpful for NZNO to have occasional invitations to the CNSSNZ 
meetings or be invited to have input into any proposals. Jan noted this and took the 
opportunity to highlight that the one day National CNS Forum (in September) will be 
looking to develop and National definition for the CNS role.  

 
Next Meeting 28th 2018 Please send any agenda items to: robyn.baird@cdhb.health.nz  
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